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G E N E R A L I Z A T I O N O F I D E A L T O P O L O G Y 
I N C H A I N S 
LIBTTSE FuoHSOvi, BENO 
Received: June 13, 1966 
This paper deals with the solution of problems, whith have set 
M. Novotny and J. Mayer in their paper, On some topologies on products 
of ordered sets (Archivum mathematicum. Brno, T. 1 (1865)). The 
following problems are concerned: 
1. Is it possible to construct for every pair of infinite cardinal numbers 
m < n an ordered set P such that Tm(P) # Tn(P)? 
2. Is it possible to construct for every cardinal number m > Mi such 
an m-directed set P that for every pair of cardinal numbers p < n < mthe 
inequality T»(P ) -£ T „ ( P ) holds? 
1. IRREDUCIBLE nt-IDEALS IN COMPLETE 
LATTICES AND ORDERED CONTINUA 
1.1. Definition. Let m be an infinite cardinal number, P an ordered 
set. A subset / c: P is called an m-ideal of P iff for every set M, 0 -5-= M c 
c- I with card M < m the inclusion M * + c / holds, where M*+ is the 
set of all lower bounds of the set of all upper bounds of M. 
If P is any partially ordered set and if x e P , then let )x] denote the 
set of t G P such that t ^ x. 
1.2. Definition. Let P be any partially ordered set. A subset A of P 
is called a semi-ideal of P if, for every x e A, )x] £ A (see [3]). 
1.3. Lemma. Let S be a complete lattice, m = XM> <M> infinite cardinal 
number, A £ San semi-ideal. Then the following statements are equivalent: 
(a) A is an m-ideal. 
(ft) For any set 0 -5-= M <=• A, card M < m, sup M e A holds. 
1.4. Remark. Let S be a simply ordered complete lattice. Then, there 
are semi-ideals of two types in S: 
)x] — {t\teS, t% x}, )x)={t\teS, t < x}. 
1.5. Definition. Let m be an infinite cardinal number, P an ordered set, 
/ c P a n m-ideal. This ideal is called irreducible iff for every family 
IJpeN =4= 0) of m-ideals with the property I = 0 I there exists 
an index / I 0 6 I V such that 1^ =̂ / . 
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1.6. Lemma. Let S be an ordered continuum (in the sense of [6], p. 370), 
m = >^ an infinite cardinal number, xeS a point, which is not the last 
element in S. Then )x] is an m-ideal which is not irreducible. 
Proof. From 1.3. and 1.4. it follows that )x] is an m-ideal. Let us choose 
a decreasing sequence of points {xa}, a e N •=£• 0, x =£ xa e S for all 
a e N, with the property inf {xa} = x. Let us construct the intersection 
of all m-idfals )xa]. Then n )xa] = )x] ^ )xa] for all a e N, because 
)x] c )xa]. Consequently )x] is not irreducible. 
1.7.Deflnition. Let S be an ordered continuum. Say that a point 
05 e S which is not the first element in S has the left-hand character 
cgt*(
x) iff u>Q is the smallest ordinal number such that there exists in S 
an increasing sequence of the type OJQ, that is cofinal with )x). 
1.8. Lemma. Let S be an ordered continuum, m = N^ an infinite cardinal 
number, xe S a point which is not the first in S. Then, )x) is an m-ideal 
iff for the left-hand character cQt*(x) of the point x, o ^ a holds where 
a = [^ for a re9ular **,* 
\\i + 1/0? an irregular $^ 
Proof. I. Let )x) be an m-ideal. Following 1.4. )x) is an semi-ideal. 
Then, by 1.3, sup M e )x) holds for every set 0 T - M C )x), card M < m. 
Hence, it follows that an arbitrary ordinal number which )x) is cofinal 
with, fails to be cofinal with an ordinal number of cardinality < m. 
The smallest ordinal number possessing this property is coa, where 
^ f (A for a regular $a 
\|x + 1 for an irregular X / 
Thus, if )x) is cofinal with a regular ordinal number coQ ^ coa then the 
point x has the left-hand character cQt*(x) and Q ^ a holds. 
I I . Let a point a; e S which is not the first element in S have the left-
hand character cQ)*(x), Q' ;> a where 
{(i for a regular «^ 
(Jt + 1 for an irregular K^ "• 
By 1.4. )x) is a semi-ideal. With respect to the assumption concerning 
the left-hand character of the point x, )x) is cofinal with coQ, Q > oc. 
wQ is regular and, due to this fact, it is not cofinal with any smaller 
ordinal number and, consequently it fails to be cofinal with any ordinal 
number of cardinality < in. From this it follows that for every set 
J I ^ I c )x), card M < m, the formula sup M e )x) holds. According 
to 1.3. )x) is an m-ideal. 
1.9. Lemma. Let S be a chain ,xeS a point which is not the first in S, 
m an infinite cardinal number. If )x) is an m-ideal, then it is irreducible. 
Proof. Indirect. Let )x) be a reducible m-ideal. Then a system of 
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m-ideals Aa -^ )x), a e N # 0 exists such that )x) = n Aa. Assuming 
Aa => )x), Aa =?-= )x), we have xeAa for every a e N. Hence a;e f l 4 a and, 
consequently )#) =j-= )#] s n -4a = )#) which is a contradiction. Thus 
)x) is irreducible. 
i CERTAIN P R O P E R T I E S O F O R D E R E D CONTINUA 
2.1. Definition. Let # =N* be an infinite regular cardinal number. 
Let us denote C„ the lexicographically ordered set of all sequences {â } 
composed of 0 and 1 of the type con such that there does not exist 0 < d < 
< cox with the property xt-x = 0, % = 1 for d < f < co^-
2.2. Remark. C^ is an ordered continuum. 
2.3. Lemma. (A) Let xeOn be an arbitrary element which is not the 
first Then, for the left-hand character cQ^(x) we have 0 <; Q £ n. 
(B) To every 0 g g0 ^ n with the property that coQo is regular, there 
exists a point x in C„ that is not the first and for whose left-hand character 
C
Q,*(
X)> 0 = £o holds. 
Proof. (A). Let y be the last element in G„. Then Q = n holds for its 
left-hand character, because )y) is cofinal with regular ordinal number uin. 
Let x e Gn, x -£ y be a point, which is not the first element in C„. If )x) 
is cofinal with some regular ordinal number coQo, then the. point x 
has the left-hand character cQQt#(x). Let )x) be cofinal with irregular 
ordinal number co0. Because this ordinal number co^ is cofinal with some 
regular ordinal number coa, coa < co^, ordinal number coa is cofinal 
with )x) and the point x has the left-hand character cat*(x). In Ca there 
does not exist an increasing sequence of the type coQ for g > n (see [5])., 
Hence it follows that 0 g a S n. 
(B). Let 0 g g0 < n, coQo be regular. From the definition of 0„ its 
follows that in C„ exists an increasing sequence of the type coQo. This 
sequence converges to some point xeC„, and consequently, this point x 
has the left-hand character cQo*(x). 
2.4.Definition. A chain A is said quasihomogenous if an arbitrary 
non-trivial interval / c: 8 contains a sub-interval V <= J such that 
/ ' and S are isomorphic. 
2.5. Lemma. C„ is quasihomogerwus. 
Proof. Let / c 0„ be an arbitrary interval with end-points x = 
=- {%X}A<O,„ < y = {yA}̂ <a>̂  • Tlien there exists tlie smallest d < cox such 
that xd = 0 < 1 = y ĵ. Let e, d < e < co^ be an ordinal number with the 
property xe = 0. Let us put v = {vx}z<<x>n> H = %z f°
r A < e, vf = 1, 
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Vx = 0 for A > e. Then x < v < y. Furthermore, be e' the smallest 
ordinal number having the properties s < e' < mK, xe> = 0. Let us 
put u = {%}A<a)a, ux = xx for A < e\ uB> = 1, ux = 0 for A > e'. Then 
a? < u < v < y and there holds that (uf v} is isomorphic with GK. 
Consequently CK is quasihomogenous. 
2.6. Corollary. Let 0 ^ Q0 ^ nf coQo be regular. Then, the set of all 
points x e CK for whose left-hand character cQ#(x) Q = Q0 holds, is 
dense in Cx. 
2.7. Remark. All Theorems and Definitions can be dualized. 
2.8. Definition. Let it be D0 — C0. Let px e CK be the first point in 
Cn for every n > 0. Then, we put Dn = CK—{pj}. 
2.9. Definition. Let XK' be an infinite regular cardinal number. We put 
EH> = 2 * DXi where the symbol 2 * stands for an ordinal sum over 
such indices A for which it holds that cox is regular. 
2.10. Remark. EH> is an ordered continuum. 
2.11. Lemma. Let n = Xv be an infinite cardinal number, xe 2* Dx 
a point which is not the first.Then Q < v holds for its left-hand character 
Proof. The statement follows from 2.3. 
2.12. Definition. Let M be a set, 9M a system of its subsets and 
x9 y e Mf x 7-= y be arbitrary points. Say that points x, y are separable 
by elements of SPt, if at least one MaeW exists such that xeMaf 
y e Ma or vice versa. 
Consequently, from 1.8. and 2.11. follows 
2.13. Corrollary. Let n == Xv < Nx' be an infinite cardinal number. 
.Let 9T# be a system composed of all irreducible n-ideals and irreducible 
dual n-ideals in 2 * Dx. Let it be xf y e 2 * Dx, x 7-= y. Then these points 
are not separable by the elements of 2lv. 
2.14. Lemma. Let n < X K ' , n =X V be an infinite cardinal number. 
/or wAose left-hand character cQt*(x) Q = a /taWs, is efowse in 2 * Dx. 
Proof. The statement follows from 2.6. 
2.15. Corollary. Let it be x,ye 2 * Dx, a; 9-= y and let a possess 
the required property by Lemma 2.14. Then the points xf y are separable 
by the elements of 9lv. 
2.16. Definition. Let m be an infinite cardinal number, P an ordered 
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set. Let (P, Tm(P)) be a topological space where the topology is defined 
by taking the family of all irreducible m-ideals and irreducible dual 
m-ideals of P as a subbases for open sets. Then Tm(P) is called the m-ideal 
topology on P. 
2.17. Definition. Let m < n be infinite cardinal number. Let us say 
that these numbers have the property (oc), if the following holds: 
m = = ^ is an infinite irregular cardinal number, it = #v = Hi+.f 
2.18. Main Theorem. Let $x > #x be an arbitrary infinite cardinal 
number, let XH' ^ $x be an infinite regular cardinal number. Then for 
every pair of infinite cardinal numbers m < rt < S x , where m, n have 
not the property (oc), rm 7-= Tn on 2-v holds. 
Proof. The statement follows from 2.13., 2.14. and 2.15. 
2.19. Remark. In case m, it, m < n < Xx possess the property (a), then 
Tm = rx on 2-v. 
Problem. Is it possible to construct for every cardinal number Xx > Ni 
an ordered set P so that for every pair of infinite cardinal numbers* 
m < n < Xx where m, rt possess the property (a), Tm(P) -?-- Tn(P) holds? 
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